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“Hand over an apple with both hands.”

“Open a box with the right hand.”

Time

Figure 1. Given a text and a canonical object mesh as prompts, we generate 3D motion for hand-object interaction without requiring object trajectory

and initial hand pose. We represent the right hand with a light skin color and the left hand with a dark skin color. The articulation of a box in

the first row is controlled by estimating an angle for the pre-defined axis of the box.

Abstract

This paper introduces the first text-guided work for
generating the sequence of hand-object interaction in 3D. The
main challenge arises from the lack of labeled data where
existing ground-truth datasets are nowhere near generalizable
in interaction type and object category, which inhibits the
modeling of diverse 3D hand-object interaction with the correct
physical implication (e.g., contacts and semantics) from text
prompts. To address this challenge, we propose to decompose
the interaction generation task into two subtasks: hand-object
contact generation; and hand-object motion generation. For
contact generation, a VAE-based network takes as input a
text and an object mesh, and generates the probability of
contacts between the surfaces of hands and the object during
the interaction. The network learns a variety of local geometry
structure of diverse objects that is independent of the objects’
category, and thus, it is applicable to general objects. For
motion generation, a Transformer-based diffusion model utilizes
this 3D contact map as a strong prior for generating physically

This research was conducted when Jihyeon Kim was a graduate student

(Master candidate) at UNIST†. Co-last authors∗.

plausible hand-object motion as a function of text prompts
by learning from the augmented labeled dataset; where we
annotate text labels from many existing 3D hand and object
motion data. Finally, we further introduce a hand refiner
module that minimizes the distance between the object surface
and hand joints to improve the temporal stability of the object-
hand contacts and to suppress the penetration artifacts. In the
experiments, we demonstrate that our method can generate
more realistic and diverse interactions compared to other
baseline methods. We also show that our method is applicable
to unseen objects. We will release our model and newly labeled
data as a strong foundation for future research. Codes and data
are available in: https://github.com/JunukCha/Text2HOI.

1. Introduction

Imagine handing over an apple on a table to your friends:

you might first grab it and convey this to them. During a social

interaction, the hand pose and motion are often defined as a

function of object’s pose, shape, and category. While existing

works [3, 8, 9, 15, 21, 27, 30, 31] have been successful in mod-

eling diverse and realistic 3D human body motions from a text

prompt (where there exists no text-guided hand motion genera-

This CVPR paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;

the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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tion works), the context of object interaction has been often miss-

ing, which significantly limits the expressiveness in the seman-

tics of the generated motion sequence. In this paper, we propose

a first work that can generate realistic and assorted hand-object

motions in 3D from a text prompt as shown in Fig. 1. Our work

can be used for various applications such as generating surgical

simulations, interactive control of a character for gaming, and fu-

ture path planning between a robot hand and objects for robotics.

Learning to generate a sequence of 3D hand-object

interaction from a text prompt is extremely challenging due

to the scarcity of the dataset: the diversity of existing datasets

for a sequence of 3D meshes and associated text labels is far

behind the one of real-world distribution which is determined

by a number of parameters such as hand type (e.g., left or right),

object’s category and structure, scale, contact regions, and so on.

A generative model learned from such limited data will fail in

the diverse modeling of physically and semantically plausible

3D hand-object interaction.

To overcome this challenge, we propose to decompose the

interaction generation task into two subtasks, “object contact

map generation” and “hand-object motion generation”, where

the models dedicated to each task learn a general geometry

representation from the augmented dataset, which leads to the

significant improvement in the generalizability and physical

plausibility of the combined pipeline.

For contact map generation, we newly develop a contact

map prediction network that encodes a local geometry surface

of a 3D object mesh along with a target motion text; and

generates a 3D contact map—3D probability map at the

object’s surface that describes the potential regions contacted

by hand meshes during the interaction—along with the general

geometric features. Since the local geometry representation is

category-agnostic, the network is applicable to general objects.

By adding condition of the scale information, our contact map

generation module is, in nature, able to decode scale-variant

probability, e.g., if the object’s scale is smaller, the region of

the predicted contact probability becomes wider, reflecting the

natural tendency to grasp smaller objects over a wider area.

For motion generation, a Transformer-based diffusion

model utilizes the contact map and geometric features as strong

guidance to generate the sequence of 3D hand and object

movements from a text prompt. Unlike a conventional diffusion

process [11], the model is designed to directly estimate the

final sample at each step, which allows us to apply explicit

geometric loss (e.g., relative distance or orientation) to improve

the geometric correctness. Our diffusion model learns the

augmented data where we perform extensive manual annotation

of the text labels from external motion datasets [5, 16, 25].

Using these two modules, we introduce the first text-guided

hand-object interaction generation framework that generates the

3D interaction in a compositional way. Given a text prompt,

canonical 3D object mesh, and object’s scale, our VAE-based

contact predictor generates a 3D contact map, and geometry

features. Our Transformer-based diffusion model encodes the

contact, text, and geometry information with frame-wise and

agent-wise (i.e., object, and left and right hand) positional em-

bedding to decode realistic 3D hand-object interaction. Finally,

our new Transformer-based refiner module pushes the physical

correctness of the 3D interaction in a single feed-forward manner

by refining the contacts and suppressing the penetration artifacts.

In the experiments, we validate our model on three datasets

(H2O [16], GRAB [25], and ARCTIC [5]) where our method

outperforms other baseline methods in terms of accuracy, diver-

sity, and physical realism by large margins. We also demonstrate

that our compositional framework enables the application of

our method to new objects that are not seen during training.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, we propose the first approach

that can generate a sequence of 3D hand-object interaction

in various styles and lengths from a text prompt.

• We propose a novel compositional framework that enables

the modeling of high-quality hand-object interaction from

limited data.

• We introduce a new fast and efficient hand refinement

module that improves physical realism (e.g., penetration-free

interaction) without any test-time optimization.

• We annotate text labels from existing hands and object motion

datasets, which will be made public.

2. Related Work

Text to human motion generation. Thanks to the user-

friendly nature of textual inputs, there has been substantial

progress in the field of text-guided human motion gener-

ation [3, 8, 9, 12, 15, 17, 19, 21, 27, 30, 31, 33]. Guo et
al. [8] proposed the text2length and text2motion modules to

generate human motion in varying time length, while remaining

realistic and faithful to the text. Tevet et al. [27] introduced a

Motion Diffusion Model (MDM) for generating natural and

expressive human motion, utilizing the geometric losses and

Transformer-based approach that predicts the sample instead

of noise in each diffusion step. Recently, Liang et al. [19]

presented a method that can generate interactive motion between

two people. But it cannot handle three or more multi-agents.

Hand and object motion generation. Existing approaches [1,

2, 4, 7, 10, 13, 14, 18, 20, 34] focus on grasping the stationary

object. They are limited in their ability to manipulate the object

and are therefore inadequate to generate a natural hand-object

motion. Ghosh et al. [6] proposed a method for generating

full-body motion in interaction with 3D objects, which is guided

by action labels, while it requires an optimization stage for full

performance. To generate hand and manipulated object motion,

Zhang et al. [29] proposed a network that relies on the current

hand pose, past and future trajectories of both hands and object,
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“Pour milk with 

the right hand.”

Contact map
generation
(Sec. 3.1)

...
...

....
...

Hand-object
motion generation 

(Sec. 3.2)

...
...

Hand 
refinement
(Sec. 3.3)

...
...

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the overall framework. Given a text prompt and a canonical object mesh prompt, our aim is to generate the

3D motion for hand-object interaction. We first generate a contact map from the canonical object mesh conditioned by the text prompt and object’s

scale. The hand-object motion generation module removes the noise from the inputs for the denoised outputs to align with the predicted contact

map and the text prompt. The denoised outputs exhibit artifacts, including the penetration. To address these artifacts, the hand refinement module

adjusts the generated (denoised) hand pose parameters to restrain the penetration and to improve contact interactions.

and diverse spatial representations. Zheng et al. [32] generate

the hand-object motion covering both rigid and articulated ob-

jects, given an initial hand pose, object geometry, and sparse se-

quences of object poses. While plausible, these methods [29, 32]

require the 3D object sequence as inputs, which is often not avail-

able from a user. In addition, they cannot utilize text modality.

3. Method

Our goal is to generate hand-object interacting motions

given a text prompt T and a canonical object mesh Mobj. To

address them, we design our framework with three stages, as

shown in Fig. 2. First, we use the canonical object mesh Mobj

combined with the text feature fCLIP(T) via the CLIP text

encoder fCLIP [23] to estimate the contact map m̂contact that

provides a strong prior for relative 3D locations of hands and an

object. Then, we use the Transformer-based diffusion model to

denoise the noised input data {xl
t}Ll=1 at the t-th diffusion time-

step, where L is the overall sequence length. By conditioning

the text features fCLIP(T), contact map m̂contact, object features

Fobj and scale sobj on the diffusion model, we estimate the

denoised sample x̂0 from the noised one xt. Lastly, hand refiner

improves the initial generated hand-object motions considering

penetration and contact between hands and an object.

3.1. Contact map prediction

To generate natural motions for hand-object interaction,

it is crucial to understand contact points between hands and

an object. For this, we design the contact prediction network

fcontact that encodes contact points on the surfaces of the object

mesh Mobj along with a text prompt T and object’s scale sobj.

We first compute sobj which represents the maximum dis-

tance from center of object mesh to its vertices. We then sample

N-point cloud P∈R
N×3 from the vertices of canonical object

mesh using the farthest point sampling (FPS) algorithm [22].

Subsequently, we normalize P to Pnorm by dividing it with sobj.

The contact prediction network fcontact receives the normalized

point cloud Pnorm, text features fCLIP(T), object’s scale sobj,

and Gaussian random noise vector zcontact∈R
64, and produces

the contact map m̂contact∈R
N×1. In the middle of fcontact, we

obtain the object features Fobj ∈R
1,024. To train fcontact, we

use the combination of binary cross-entropy loss, dice loss and

kullback-leibler (KL) divergence loss following [18].

3.2. Text-to-3D hand-object motion generation

Our text-to-3D hand-object interaction generator (Text2HOI)

fTHOI, whose architecture is the Transformer encoder [28], is

trained via the diffusion-based approach [11].

3.2.1 Preliminaries.

The 3D hand-object motion is represented as x0 =
{xl

0,lhand,x
l
0,rhand,x

l
0,obj}Lmax

l=1 , where l denotes the frame index.

This motion comprises 3·Lmax elements, which accounts for the

maximum motion length Lmax of three agents (i.e., left and right

hands and an object): For left and right hands, xl
0,lhand ∈R

99

and xl
0,rhand∈R

99 are composed of 99-dimensional vectors by

flattening and concatenating the 3D hand translation parameters

tlh∈R
3 and MANO hand pose parameters θl∈R

16×6 in 6D rep-

resentation [35]. For an object, xl
0,obj∈R

10 is 10-dimensional

vector that concatenates the 3D object translation tlo∈R
3, object

rotation rl∈R
6 [35], and object articulation angle αl∈R

1.

The 3D hand-object interaction x0 is used to generate

the mesh of hands, and to deform the mesh of objects: The

left and right hand meshes are generated from x0,lhand and

x0,rhand by feeding them to the MANO layer [24] to output

the hand vertices Vlhand, Vrhand ∈ R
L×V×3, and hand joints

Jlhand, Jrhand ∈ R
L×J×3 in 3D global space, where V = 778

and J=21. A deformed object’s point cloud Pdef∈R
L×N×3

is generated in 3D global space by transforming the object’s

point clouds P with the translation, rotation and articulation

angles in x0,obj. The notation ·̂ and ·̃ indicate that these values

are derived from the estimated x̂0 and refined x̃0, respectively.
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Figure 3. The details of the text-to-3D hand-object motion generation in our framework. In the forward process, we generate the noised motion

{xl
t}L̂l=1 by adding the noise to the original (ground-truth) motion {xl

0}L̂l=1. In the backward process, the Transformer encoder denoises the noised

motion {xl
t}L̂l=1, using various conditions c including text features fCLIP(T), contact map m̂contact, object features Fobj, and object’s scale sobj. The

right panel illustrates a comparison between conventional positional encoding, which can only differentiate each patch, and our proposed encoding,

which provides detailed differentiation of both frames and agents. A unique positional encoding value is assigned for each box, distinguished

by different colors.

3.2.2 Forward process.

Our forward process is formulated as:

xt=
√
ᾱtx0+

√
1−ᾱtεt (1)

following [11], where t is the diffusion time-step, x0 is the

original 3D hand-object motion, xt is the noised 3D hand-object

motion at the t-th diffusion time-step, and ᾱt∈(0,1) is a set of

constant hyper-parameters. The noise εt is randomly sampled

from the Gaussian distribution at each diffusion-time step t.

3.2.3 Backward process.

In the backward process, the text-to-3D hand-object inter-

action generator (Text2HOI) fTHOI denoises the noised motion

xt to reconstruct the original (ground-truth) motion x0: x̂0=
fTHOI(xt,t,c), where c denotes the conditions, as described in

[27]. Since we exploit the Transformer encoder as the architec-

ture, the noised signalxt needs to be first converted to the proper

input embedding Xt. Similarly, the output of Transformer archi-

tecture X̂t also needs to be converted to the denoised signal x̂0.

Furthermore, the text features fCLIP(T), object features Fobj, es-

timated contact map m̂contact and object’s scale sobj are merged

together to constitute the conditional signals Xcond, which will

be detailed in the remainder of the section:

Transformer input generation. The forwarded signal

xl
t = {xl

t,lhand,x
l
t,rhand,x

l
t,obj} is passed through corresponding

fully connected layers (i.e., f in,lhand, f in,rhand, and f in,obj),

respectively to obtain the input to the Transformer encoder,

Xl
t = {Xl

t,lhand ∈ R
512,Xl

t,rhand ∈ R
512, Xl

t,obj ∈ R
512},

respectively. Then, we apply two types of positional encoding:

frame-wise and agent-wise. Frame-wise positional encoding

adds an sinusoidal value to Xl
t which varies according to the

motion length index l; while irrespective to the type of agents.

Agent-wise positional encoding adds distinct encoding values

for each agent (left hand, right hand, and object), which are

consistent across different frames, to Xt,lhand, Xt,rhand, and

Xt,obj. These are designed to help the Transformer encoder to

better understand the input data. The detail pipeline of these

positional encodings is shown in the right bottom panel of Fig. 3.

The Transformer encoder has a maximum input capacity of

451. The first input is reserved for the conditioning, while the

remaining inputs accommodate the maximum motion length

Lmax of 150 frames, involving three distinct agents: left hand,

right hand and object. We mask out all inputs except for the

first 1+3L̂ inputs where L̂ is the estimated length of sequence

and subsequently, we mask inputs which are not belonging to

the estimated hand type H∗ (see Sec. 4.1 for details about how

L̂ and H∗ are estimated).

Conditional input generation. To generate denoised hand-

object motions conditioned on the text prompt T and canonical

object mesh Mobj, we need to generate the conditional input

for the t-th diffusion time-step. Conditional input Xt,cond is

generated by:

Xt,cond = Xcond+temb (2)

where the diffusion time-step embedding temb = f ts(t) is

obtained by applying the diffusion time-step t to the time-step

embedding fully-connected layer f ts and the condition

embedding Xcond is generated as follows:

Xcond = Xcond
text +Xcond

obj (3)

where the text condition Xcond
text =f text(fCLIP(T)) is generated

by applying the text feature fCLIP(T) to the fc layer f text. The

object condition Xcond
obj =fobj({Fobj,m̂contact,sobj}) is obtained

by concatenating object feature Fobj, contact map m̂contact and

object’s scale sobj, and feeding them to the fc layer fobj.
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Transformer output conversion. Masked inputs

Xt = {Xt,cond, X
1
t , X

2
t , ... , X

L̂
t } are fed to the Trans-

former encoder to estimate the outputs X̂0={X̂l
0}L̂l=1, where

X̂l
0 = {X̂l

0,lhand, X̂
l
0,rhand, X̂

l
0,obj}. Each outputs—X̂l

0,lhand,

X̂l
0,rhand, and X̂l

0,obj— are passed through its own dedi-

cated fully connected layer, denoted as fout,lhand, fout,rhand,

and fout,obj, respectively, to obtain the denoised signal

x̂l
0={x̂l

0,lhand,x̂
l
0,rhand,x̂

l
0,obj}.

Training. Note that the losses related to left and right hands

are activated by indicator functions 1left and 1right, respectively,

which are derived from the hand type H∗. The fTHOI is trained

with loss functions as follows:

LTHOI(f
THOI)=Ldiff(f

THOI)+Ldm(f
THOI)+Lro(f

THOI) (4)

where

Ldiff(f
THOI)=Ext∼q(x0|c),t∼[1,T ]‖x0−fTHOI(xt,t,c)‖22 (5)

is the loss which is used to reconstruct x0 from xt similar

to [27]. We have two more losses (i.e., Ldm, Lro) to make the

fTHOI to generate more accurate hand-object motions. The

distance map loss Ldm, proposed in [19], is employed in our

hand-object motion generation to align the estimated distance

map with ground-truth distance map as follows:

Ldm(f
THOI)=

L̂×J×N∑
i=1

{
1left ·

(
(d̂i

left−di
left)·I(di

left<τ)

)2

+1right ·
(
(d̂i

right−di
right)·I(di

right<τ)

)2}

(6)

where d̂i
left and d̂i

right denote the i-th element of d̂left and

d̂right ∈R
L̂×J×N , respectively. These represent the estimated

distance maps between the J hand joints (left Ĵlhand and right

Ĵrhand) and the N object points P̂def across a sequence of L̂
frames, derived from their 3D global positions. di

left and di
right

denote the i-th element of dleft and dright ∈ R
L̂×J×N which

are the ground-truth distance maps obtained for left and right

hands, respectively. The indicator function I(·) outputs 1 when

the statement is true and 0, otherwise. It activates the loss only

when the hand-object distance is below the distance threshold

τ , where it is empirically set as 2cm.

In the relative orientation loss Lro, we consider the 3D

relative rotation as follows, as hands and objects exhibit severe

rotation changes:

Lro(f
THOI)=1left ·‖R(x̂0,lhand,x̂0,obj)−R(x0,lhand,x0,obj)‖22

+1right ·‖R(x̂0,rhand,x̂0,obj)−R(x0,rhand,x0,obj)‖22,
(7)

where R(·,·) indicates the 3D relative orientation between hand

and object.

Sampling. At each time-step t, the model fTHOI predicts a

clean motion, denoted as x̂0=fTHOI(xt,t,c), and then re-noise

x̂0 to xt−1 [27]. This procedure is conducted repeatedly,

starting from t=T to t=1.

3.3. Hand refinement network

We propose a hand refinement network f ref that considers

the contact and penetration between hands and an object gener-

ated from Text2HOI fTHOI in Sec. 3.2. The architecture of f ref

is similar to that of fTHOI: 1) it employs a Transformer encoder

architecture, and 2) it utilizes frame-wise and agent-wise posi-

tion encoding. The main differences between fTHOI and f ref are

that f ref does not involve the diffusion mechanism; it does not

receive any conditions as input; and it refines only hand motions.

Inputs and outputs. The hand refinement network receives

several inputs: Text2HOI’s hand output x̂0,hand, hand joints

Ĵhand, predicted contact map m̂contact, deformed object’s point

cloud P̂def, and distance-based attention map matt. The

attention map matt =exp(−50×D) is defined as [26], where

D ∈ R
J×3 represents the 3D displacement between J hand

joints Ĵhand and the nearest object points in P̂def. These

components, denoted as x̂0,hand, Ĵhand, m̂contact, P̂def, and matt,

are flattened and concatenated to form the hand refiner input.

As indicated in Sec. 3.2, these inputs are masked using H∗.

Then, f ref outputs the refined hand motions x̃hand. They are

masked using H∗ for loss calculation and result visualization.

Training. The hand refinement network is trained using the

loss function Lrefine as follows:

Lrefine(f
ref)=Lsimple(f

ref)+Lpenet(f
ref)+λ1Lcontact(f

ref), (8)

where λ1 is set as 5. The simple L2 loss is expressed as follows:

Lsimple(f
ref)=‖x̃hand−xhand‖22, (9)

where xhand denotes the ground-truth hand motions. The

penetration loss Lpenet [13] is applied only on hand vertices that

penetrate the object surfaces as follows:

Lpenet(f
ref)=1left ·||d(ṽlhand,p̂

left
obj)||2+1right ·||d(ṽrhand,p̂

right
obj )||2,

(10)

where d(·, ·) denotes the Euclidean distance between two

points, ṽlhand∈Ṽlhand and ṽrhand∈Ṽrhand are hand vertices that

penetrate the object surface, and p̂left
obj ∈ P̂def and p̂right

obj ∈ P̂def

denote the object points closest to ṽlhand and ṽrhand, respectively.

The contact loss Lcontact [13] is applied to the joints that are

sufficiently close to the object surface, as follows:

Lcontact(f
ref)=1left ·||d(j̃lhand,̂c

left
obj)||2+1right ·||d(j̃rhand,̂c

right
obj )||2,

(11)

where j̃lhand∈J̃lhand and j̃rhand∈J̃rhand represent the hand joints

that are within a distance threshold τ from the object surface,

respectively. ĉleft
obj ∈P̂def and ĉright

obj ∈P̂def represent object points

closest to j̃lhand and j̃rhand, respectively.
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Table 1. Comparison on H2O, GRAB, and ARCTIC datasets. † denotes our produced results. → denotes that the higher value of the metric,

the closer to the GT distribution. Best results are emphasized in bold.

H2O

Method Accuracy (top-3) ↑ FID ↓ Diversity → Multimodality ↑ Physical realism ↑
GT 0.9920 ± 0.0003 - 0.6057 ± 0.0050 0.2067 ± 0.0024 0.4790 ± 0.0002

T2M† [8] 0.6463 ± 0.0014 0.3439 ± 0.0006 0.3475 ± 0.0040 0.0634 ± 0.0022 0.3890 ± 0.016

MDM† [27] 0.5832 ± 0.0011 0.3015 ± 0.0011 0.5127 ± 0.0054 0.1738 ± 0.0049 0.5572 ± 0.0013

IMOS† [6] 0.5518 ± 0.0026 0.2945 ± 0.0011 0.4076 ± 0.0056 0.1798 ± 0.0115 0.3532 ± 0.0026

Ours 0.8295 ± 0.0015 0.1744 ± 0.0013 0.5365 ± 0.0073 0.2469 ± 0.0081 0.7574 ± 0.0022
GRAB

GT 0.9994 ± 0.0001 - 0.8557 ± 0.0054 0.4390 ± 0.0045 0.8084 ± 0.0002

T2M† [8] 0.1897 ± 0.0007 0.7886 ± 0.0005 0.5712 ± 0.0078 0.0964 ± 0.0027 0.5844 ± 0.0002

MDM† [27] 0.5127 ± 0.0009 0.6023 ± 0.0011 0.8012 ± 0.0054 0.5194 ± 0.0145 0.7382 ± 0.0004

IMOS† [6] 0.4097 ± 0.0005 0.6147 ± 0.0003 0.6861 ± 0.0060 0.2845 ± 0.0036 0.6418 ± 0.0014

Ours 0.9218 ± 0.0010 0.3017 ± 0.0004 0.8351 ± 0.0061 0.5216 ± 0.0131 0.8839 ± 0.0005
ARCTIC

GT 0.9997 ± 0.0001 - 0.5916 ± 0.0037 0.3279 ± 0.0038 0.9573 ± 0.0000

T2M† [8] 0.5234 ± 0.0015 0.3599 ± 0.0005 0.3301 ± 0.0023 0.0849 ± 0.0017 0.0143 ± 0.0001

MDM† [27] 0.5572 ± 0.0012 0.3025 ± 0.0006 0.4984 ± 0.0039 0.2632 ± 0.0065 0.7043 ± 0.0009

IMOS† [6] 0.8190 ± 0.0039 0.1826 ± 0.0005 0.5702 ± 0.0039 0.2741 ± 0.0049 0.7569 ± 0.0023

Ours 0.9205 ± 0.0012 0.1329 ± 0.0006 0.5758 ± 0.0042 0.3170 ± 0.0068 0.8760 ± 0.0009

4. Experiments

4.1. Implementation details

We use T = 1,000 noising steps and a cosine noise

schedule. We use sinusoidal positional encoding for frame-wise

and agent-wise positional encodings. We set the maximum

length of motion sequences, denoted as Lmax, to 150 frames.

Further details about network architecture can be found in the

supplemental material.

Hand-type selection. We use the CLIP text encoder [23] fCLIP

to calculate cosine similarity between the input text prompt T
and predefined prompt templates Γ(H)=“A photo of H”, where

H ∈ {left hand, right hand,both hands}. The hand type H∗

with the highest cosine similarity to T is selected for masking

in the Transformer’s inputs, outputs, and losses (see Secs. 3.2,

3.3 and supplemental material.).

Motion length prediction. To obtain proper motion length

L̂≤Lmax, we design a motion-length prediction network fLength.

It receives the text feature vector fCLIP(T) and Gaussian

random noise n∈R
64, to predict the appropriate motion length

L̂ for the text prompt T. To train fLength, we use the loss

function Llength=‖L̂−L‖2, where L is ground truth.

4.2. Dataset

We use H2O [16], GRAB [25], and ARCTIC [5] in our

experiment, which collects hand-object mesh sequences. We

automatically generate text prompts by exploiting action labels

for H2O and GRAB datasets; while we manually label text

prompts for ARCTIC. The characteristics of three datasets and

details of our annotation process are further illustrated in the

supplemental material.

4.3. Evaluation metrics and baselines

Evaluation metrics. We use the metrics of accuracy, frechet

inception distance (FID), diversity, and multi-modality, as used

in IMOS [6]. The accuracy serves as an indicator of how well

the model generates motions and is evaluated by the pre-trained

action classifier. We train a standard RNN-based action clas-

sifier to extract motion features and classify the action from

the motions, as in IMOS [6]. The FID quantifies feature-space

distances between real and generated motions, capturing the

dissimilarity. The diversity reflects the range of distinct motions,

and multi-modality measures the average variance of motions

for an individual text prompt. To assess the physical realism of

generated hand-object motions, we employ a physical model fol-

lowing the approach in ManipNet [29], assigning a realism score

of 0 (unreal) or 1 (real) for measuring the realism of each frame.

Experiments are conducted 20 times to establish the robustness,

and we reported results within a 95% confidence interval.

Baselines. We compare our approach with three existing text-

to-human motion generation methods: T2M [8], MDM [27],

and IMOS [6]. T2M [8] employs a temporal VAE-based archi-

tecture and MDM [27] utilizes a diffusion model. IMOS [6]

is designed to first generate human body and arm motions

conditioned on both action labels and past body motions. It

then optimizes object rotation and translation based on their

history to generate body and arm motion. Since they were
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Table 2. Ablation study on the positional encoding, losses, and conditions for ‘Ours w/o f ref’ and ablation study on losses for ‘Ours’.

GRAB

Method f ref Accuracy (top-3) ↑ FID ↓ Diversity → Multimodality ↑ Physical realism ↑
GT - 0.9994 ± 0.0001 - 0.8557 ± 0.0054 0.4390 ± 0.0045 0.8084 ± 0.0002

w/o frame-wise & agent-wise PE � 0.8294 ± 0.0016 0.3461 ± 0.0018 0.7814 ± 0.063 0.4776 ± 0.0194 0.8024 ± 0.0007

w/o agent-wise PE � 0.8314 ± 0.0012 0.3412 ± 0.0006 0.8011 ± 0.067 0.4755 ± 0.0122 0.8221 ± 0.0009

w/o Ldm & Lro � 0.8289 ± 0.0038 0.3416 ± 0.0020 0.7887 ± 0.0640 0.4654 ± 0.0150 0.7490 ± 0.0006

w/o Lro � 0.8272 ± 0.0020 0.3407 ± 0.0015 0.7997 ± 0.0079 0.4627 ± 0.0104 0.8247 ± 0.0011

w/o Ldm � 0.8202 ± 0.0017 0.3444 ± 0.0007 0.8156 ± 0.0070 0.4819 ± 0.0125 0.6410 ± 0.0010

w/o m̂contact & sobj � 0.8197 ± 0.0009 0.3428 ± 0.0012 0.7994 ± 0.0055 0.4305 ± 0.0121 0.7815 ± 0.0006

w/o sobj � 0.8274 ± 0.0013 0.3413 ± 0.0010 0.7963 ± 0.0054 0.4405 ± 0.0139 0.8018 ± 0.0005

w/o m̂contact � 0.8277 ± 0.0027 0.3411 ± 0.0006 0.8012 ± 0.0067 0.4455 ± 0.0115 0.7892 ± 0.0009

Ours w/o f ref � 0.8411 ± 0.0009 0.3321 ± 0.0006 0.8143 ± 0.0050 0.4989 ± 0.0154 0.8312 ± 0.0005
w/o Lpenet & Lcontact � 0.8838 ± 0.0014 0.3234 ± 0.0007 0.8277 ± 0.0068 0.5111 ± 0.014 0.6249 ± 0.0008

w/o Lcontact � 0.8827 ± 0.0008 0.3114 ± 0.0013 0.8301 ± 0.0048 0.4808 ± 0.0151 0.1467 ± 0.0005

w/o Lpenet � 0.8941 ± 0.0009 0.3024 ± 0.0005 0.8267 ± 0.0061 0.5182 ± 0.0099 0.8782 ± 0.0006

Ours � 0.9218 ± 0.0010 0.3017 ± 0.0004 0.8351 ± 0.0061 0.5216 ± 0.0131 0.8839 ± 0.0005

“Use a hammer with the right hand.”

Figure 4. We compare our generated hand-object motions with other

baselines’ results. Each row show the results of Text2Motion [8],

MDM [27], IMOS [6], and ours.

originally designed for generating individual human motions

from text prompts, to ensure a fair comparison, we re-train

the methods using hand-object motion data, allowing them to

generate hand-object motions from text prompts.

4.4. Experimental results

Comparison to other methods. We compare our method with

other state-of-the-art methods (i.e., T2M [8], MDM [27], and

IMOS [6]), as shown in Tab. 1. For all datasets, our method

outperforms other baselines in multiple measures. Particularly,

our method demonstrates exceptional performance in generating

physically realistic hand-object motions, as evidenced by achiev-

ing the highest score in Physical realism compared to other

approaches. The similarity of our distribution to the ground

truth (GT) distribution in terms of Diversity, along with our

highest scores in Multimodality and Accuracy, demonstrates our

model’s capability to generate motions that are both diverse and

accurate, and are well-aligned with text prompts. We compare

our qualitative results with other baselines in Fig. 4. It shows

that our method, compared to others, outperforms in generating

motions where hand and object interact realistically, and these

motions align closely with text prompts “Use a hammer with
the right hand.”. The right hand well grabs the hammer and

mimics the motion of driving something into a wall.

Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 5. Our method generates

realistic hand-object motions that are closely aligned with the

input text prompts, effectively handling even unseen objects.

Please refer to the supplemental material for more visualizations

including video results, and text-guided and scale-variant

contact maps.

4.5. Ablation study

We conduct several ablation studies on GRAB dataset,

to validate the effectiveness of our modules. The results are

demonstrated in Tab. 2.

Position encoding. We introduce two types of positional

encodings: frame-wise and agent-wise, which assists the

Transformer to interpret inputs in a more distinct way. Seeing

the results ‘w/o frame-wise & agent-wise PE’ and ‘w/o

agent-wise PE’, we can conclude that by leveraging the

specialized positional encoding, fTHOI is capable of generating

more realistic hand-object motions.

Losses. We remove the distance map loss Ldm and relative

orientation loss Lro in our approach, and see how the perfor-

mance changes: Seeing ‘w/o Ldm & Lro’, ‘w/o Ldm’ and ‘w/o

Lro’, we can conclude that these losses induce better results by

facilitating model’s understanding of 3D relationship between

hands and an object.
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“Fly an airplane with the right hand.”

“Close a microwave with both hands.”

“Grab a teddy bear with the left hand.”

“Pour milk in round bottle with the right hand.”

Time
Figure 5. We demonstrate the generated hand-object motions and the predicted contact map results. The first and second rows show the results

with objects seen during training. The third and fourth rows show the results with objects unseen during training.

Condition inputs. We remove the contact map m̂contact and

scale of the object sobj conditions from the original pipeline, and

see how the performance changes. Seeing ‘w/o m̂contact&sobj’,

‘w/o sobj’ and ‘w/o m̂contact’, we can observe that gradually

including additional conditions aids in generating more

appropriate hand poses to the object.

Refiner. Compared to the ‘Ours w/o f refiner’ that does not

involve the refiner, ‘Ours’ provides far better performance,

especially in the physical realism of hand and object motions.

Also, we demonstrate the effect of losses Lpenet and Lcontact

by removing them in ‘w/o Lpenet & Lcontact’, ‘w/o Lcontact’ and

‘w/o Lpenet’, as shown in the same table. Involving more losses

consistently improve the performance.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel method for generating

the sequence of 3D hand-object interaction from a text prompt

and a canonical object mesh. This is achieved through the

three-staged framework that 1) estimates the text-guided and

scale-variant contact maps; 2) generates hand-object motions

based on a Transformer-based diffusion mechanism; and 3)

refines the interaction by considering the penetration and con-

tacts between hands and an object. In experiments, we validate

our effectiveness of hand-object interaction generation by

comparing it to three baselines where our method outperforms

previous methods with strong physical plausibility and accuracy.
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